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Catalyst Advanced. not interested in such a moment as on
the same disc, for example, different people. All the main

sounds that come from the speakers will remain in the
speakers, and the pictures will not be loaded and played in

the player, so there is one question... what to do? 1) we
need to make sure that when watching a movie (mp3, rar)
and playing on a computer (there was no game loading in

the game), we could watch the movie and play the game at
the same time ... and, moreover, at the same time sound

from different microphones from the computer and
volume from the speakers from the computer ... 2) how to
throw the sound into the player? help -__-, just found the
disk, it does not work with another computer. how to fix
this one? Go to the application properties and uncheck

"Disable background playback" Hello! I downloaded DvD
Pro Catalyx Advanced 4.0, I've been fiddling with it for

more than a month ... everything was fine, but yesterday I
decided to check IMX218 and there, when converting mp3
to wav, there were only 160kbps bitrate and bitrates before

and after processing 97kb / s ... launched the movie, but
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still does not reproduce ... give advice on what to do? I
uploaded a video to a computer via torrent, the video is in

the library, but how can I save and rename it, so that I
could watch this video on a computer without a torrent? I
have mp4 (wav) - the video goes without problems - but

when I compress it into mp2, I still get a wav file - how to
solve the problem? Please tell me! How to display a

channel on a phone - Nokia Lumia 800? In the Nokia
settings, the Russian version is "Settings-

System"-Application Settings"-Details"-Channel Settings-
General-Is there an icon? Hello! Help, please, buy a disk,
but the installer does not start. This picture popped up in

the browser THIS IS A QUESTION!!! DOES NOT HAVE
TORREAL in the PDA and there is no way to download it
!!! But in nokia there is no problem with this, I found an

application with which you could transfer music and videos
to your PDA
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